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‘Just Do It’, say Nike, but it’s not really that simple is it?

● Trying to find the time

● Don’t have the clothes

● Don’t have the equipment

● The effort required

● The cost – or perceived costs

● The thought of what’s required

● Unrealistic expectations

● The lack of priority

● Inability to see immediate consequences of not doing 

exercise. 

● It’s Intimidating

● Lack of immediate results and the lack of belief of 

impact consistent regular habit will have. 

All of these reasons, and lots more, are cited as reasons 

why we are not as active as a society as we should be. 

BUT…the shocking truth is that the risk of 

being inactive has the same relative risk as 

smoking 2 packs a day.  Why?
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Exercise  has many positive effects on us.

● It makes us healthier – there’s no question that being 

active has a positive effect on all key health markers.

● It makes us happier – exercise releases chemicals into 

the body called endorphins that literally make us 

happier, it’s the best, most natural anti-depressant.

● It can even make us smarter – Exercise has a positive 

effect on a small area of the brain called the 

hippocampus.  The hippocampus is responsible for 

controlling learning, memory, programming and 

processing, exercise can improve these abilities.  Also, as 

we get older the hippocampus shrinks, exercise can slow 

the reduction in size particularly aiding memory loss.
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The FACTS - Inactivity leads to the following:

• Slowing of circulation

• Calorie burning grinds to a halt

• Bones soften

• Muscles weaken

• Productivity decreases



So, after reading that, if you haven’t got going yet but are 

thinking that you really should, what’s the best way to get 

going?

Well, most people wait for the “Right Time” when actually 

there is no right time, other than right now (well finish 

reading this brochure first!)  

The key thing to understand, particularly when getting 

started, is that It doesn’t have to be a specific exercise, but 

it’s all about just being active.

➢ Stand rather than sit (burns three times the calories)

➢ Walk rather than take the car

➢ Get your heartbeat going when cleaning or doing the 

lawn, give it some ‘gusto’

➢ Chores you’ve been putting off - look at them in a new 

light.  “I’m so lucky I get to clean the bathroom, polish 

the car, change the bed, vacuum, mow the lawn… “

Oh, our houses will all be so shiny! 
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Be Realistic
If you haven’t done very much exercise recently, start small 

and build, 10 minutes brisk walk is definitely better than none.  

Hey, 1 minute brisk activity is a good place to start.

Make it Easy to Do - we all know it’s VERY Easy not to do!

Think about routine, the easier you make it to do the activity 

without having to think about it, the more likely you are to do it.  

I’ll let you into a secret, I really like yoga, I particularly like Yoga with Adrienne on 

You Tube.  I do yoga first thing in the morning, still in PJ’s, all I need is a yoga mat, 

a glass of water & access to YouTube..   I probably do this 4-5 times a week.  

Some mornings when I should do yoga, for whatever reason I think, I’ll do it later 

today….. whenever I think this I so rarely actually do it, because there’s no 

routine, no reminder during the day to do it, it was just a thought I had in the 

morning.  Now, I’ve told you I love yoga, it makes me feel so good, but my 

routine is to do it first thing in the morning and if I don’t follow my routine it just so 

rarely happens – however, well intentioned I am.

Be a Positive Coach for Yourself. 
It’s not always going to go to plan, so get good at giving 

yourself a positive pep talk.  After all, two steps forward and 

one back is still a step forward in the right direction isn’t it!
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The Single most important point though is:

Increase your activity through activities you 

enjoy and everyday tasks that you have to do 

anyway

There are things that we all have to do each and every day.  

How can you make what you have to do “more active”?  

Think laterally, you’ll notice I’ve said activity, not exercise.

There’s no requirement to go to the gym.   But simply think 

about what you have to do and what activities you like 

doing and how you can increase your activity levels doing 

these. 

If you love a well-tended garden, go 

for it, dig, mow, chop and plant to your 

hearts content.  Like walking?  

Fabulous!  Walk for miles.  

Like dancing? Have a look on 

YouTube.  There are hundreds of

‘dance along’ videos.   Used to enjoy 

Zumba but haven’t done it for ages?

Again there are loads of videos on 

YouTube.  

Then of course, there’s always Joe Wicks.

His YouTube channel has exercises

for all levels and ages.
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Got kids? Great! Little kids - they’ll love playing chase, 

football, skipping, the list is endless.

Bigger Kids? Ask for their help, get them to do the 

exercise with you, setting them up with good habits is 

one of the best gifts you can give them.

Time your biggest hurdle?  Investigate HITT (High 

Intensive Interval Training).  Your complete exercise 

could be done and dusted in less than 10 minutes with 

no special equipment required.

Driving to the supermarket? Park as far from the door 

as possible.

Make being active a priority
The impact on your health can not be underestimated,

It really is a matter of life and death



One final point…most people think that motivation will lead 

to exercise, but in fact the opposite is true.  Motivation 

Follows Activity.

The more you do something, you’ll find it becomes easier to 

do and you get better at it and that will give you the 

motivation to continue..

So have a good think about what you do or like to do…. 

And as Nike say…. Just Do It! & see where it takes you
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& remember, 

the only exercise 

or activity that’s any good for us….

Is that which we actually do!
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